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By 
Kozo SUGANO 
It is well known that the endomorphism ring [)=End (RE) of a finitely 
generated projective module E over a commutative ring R is a separable Rｭ
algebra with R/αits center, where αis the annihilator ideal of E in R. Then, 
there comes out a problem whether or not this theorem holds in case R is 
non commutative and E is an R・R・.bimodule. Partially, an a伍rmative answer 
was given in Theorem 1 [11]. In this paper we give some su伍cient conｭ
ditions for [) to be separable over R in the case where M is an R-Rｭ
bimodule. In ~3 we give our main results. For example, if RMR is left 
R-finitely generated projective and R is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
a 五nite direct sum of copies of M as R-R-module, [) is separable over R 
(Theorem 6). This is a generalization of the well known result in com・
mutative case because every 五nitely generated projective module E over a 
commutative ring R is an R/α-progenerator. Furthermore, we obtain that 
for a ring extension A IFsuch that A is left r -progenerator, [) = End (rA) is 
separable over A if and only if r is a r-r-direct summand of A (Theorem 
7). The 白・st two sections are devoted to the preperations for ~ 3. And we 
introduce the notions of M-semisimplisity, M-separability and centrally Mｭ
separability. These are equal to the notions of semisimple, separable and H幽
separable extensions respectively, in case M=SコR. In ~4 we give some 
commutor theory for some separable extensions. 
1. Separability and semisimplicity with respect to bimodules. 
We assume al rings have the identities and al subrings contain the 
identity of the over ring. Furthermore, we assume that al modules are 
unitary and every module which has more than one operator rings is assoｭ
ciative with respect to the operations. Let SMR be a left S-and right Rｭ
bimodule for any rings S and R. We denote ~M戸RHom (sl'vl , sS)s and 
RM; = RHom (MR, RR)S・ Clearly， both are R-S-bimodules by the well known 
methods. Throughout this paper for any left S-modules M and N, we shall 
denote mf insted of f(m) for mεM and fE Hom (sM, sN). Hence sM 
becomes an S・0田bimodule sMQ with [) = [End (sM)]D. Now, consider the map 
πM; M0R Hom(sM, SS)→S(印(m0f)=mf for mEM and fε ~Ms) 
This is clearly an S-S-map. In case the mapπM splits as S-S-map, we 
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shall say that S is M-separable over R. In case M = SコR， S is M-separable 
over R if and only if S is a separable extension of R in the sense of [2]. 
7C,lf S-S-splits if and only if there exist j;E'RMs and miElvI, i = 1 ， 2，・・・ ， n，
such that 'L, smi( j;='L, mi( j;s for al sE S and 'L, mdi = 1. We shall call 
{mi' j;} a system of M-separability. Hence if S is M-separable over R , M 
is an S-generator. Conversely, if M is a left S-generator, S is M-separable 
over Q = [End (sMW since sM( uHom (sM, sS)s~ sSs. If sPR isright R-fﾌnitely 
generated projective, P gives an adjoint triple of functors (G, F, H) between 
RIJJ? and slJJè, the category of left R- , resp. S-modules, by F(M)=PQ9 RM , 
G(N)=P*Q9sN and H(N)= Hom(sP, sN). In this case the P-separability of 
S over R is equal to the condition (a) of the de五nition of strongly separable 
pairing of [1]. First, we give some formal properties of M-separability. 
Lemma 1. Let R , S and T be rings and SMR be an S-R-bimodule 
such that S is M-sφarable over R. Then 
(1) For any S-T-bimodule sXr , the mゆ π(Jf， X): M ( RHom (sM, sX)• X 
such that π(M， X)(m⑧f)=mf ~ρlits as S-T・map.
(2) For any T-S-bimodule 'l'Ys , the mゆ C(M， Y): Y→H01η (MR ， YQ9SMR) 
such that C(κ Y) (ν)(m)= ν②m ゆliぉ αs T-S-map・
Proof (1). Defﾌne a map 輟 of X to MQ9RHom (sM, sX) to be 輟(x)= 
'L, mi ( j;ox" where {mi' j;} is a system of M-separability and xr is the 
map of the right multiplication of x of S to X. Then 輟 is an S-T-map 
with πço= 1x ・ (2). We have a T-S-map r: Y ( sM• Hom (Hom (sM, sS)s , Ys) 
such that r(ν③m))(f)= γ (mf) for mEM, yεYandfε *M. Let ψbe a map 
of Hom(MR, Y ③ s1\λMι~) tωo Y such t出ha此t ゆ似(ωωσω)= 'L， r(ωσ (仰7ηm叫川1んωi)以)
Y⑧s1λ1;1ι~) and m乞i ， J五う a出S 1出n (1叫). Then ψ is a T-S-map with ψOC(M， Y) =l y ・
Proposition 1. Let R , S and T be rings and 'l'PS, SMR be T-S- , S-Rｭ
bimodules, respectively. Then 
(1) 1f T is P-sφarable over S and S is M・5φarable over R , T is 
PQ9sM-sφarable over R. 
(2) If T is P③sM-sφarable over・ R， T is P-sφarable over S. 
Proof (1) By Lemma 1, the map 輟: M ( RHom (sM, sHom (rP, rT))• 
Hom (rP, 'l'T) with 輟 (m③α)=mαfor mεM， ぽHom (sM, 'J;P) splits as S-Tｭ
map. Then we have the following commutative diagram of T-T-maps 
P ( sHom (rP, rT)• -T 
/ 1( ço ~_ TJπP 11'1' 
P ( sM( RHom (sM, sHom (rP, rT))一一→P③sHom ('l'P, 'l'T)ー→T
/ 
P ( sM( RHom(rP ( sM, rT) πp⑧M 
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Thus we seeπP0M" splits as T -T-map and T is P ( sJ\,J-separable over R. 
(2). Let sobe the map def?ed in (1). Then we have a commutative diagram 
of T-T-maps 
P@sM( RHom(TP( sM, TT) 
1 
'>T 
11T 
P@sM( RHom (sM, sHom (TP, rT))一一一P⑧sHom (rP, rT)一→T
1p⑧soπp 
πp③M 
Then since πp⑧，1{ splits, 7rp splits. Thus T is P-separable over S. 
Remark. (1) of Proposition 1 is essentially different from Proposition 
3.8 [1] , because we do not assume that sM isf?itely generated projective. 
Corollary 1. Let R , S be ring and R' a subrings of R. Then for an 
S-R-bimodule SMR' we have 
(1) 1f S is M・5φarable over R ωd R is a sφarable extension of R', 
S is M-sφarable over・ R'.
(2) 1f S is M-s~μrable over R', S is M-sφω叫ん over R. 
Proof 1n the situation of SMR' RRR' , apply Proposition 1. 
Theorem 1. Let sM R be an S-R -bimodule and .Q = [End (sM)]O . Then 
we have 
(1) 1n case M is an S-generator, if Q is a sφarable extension of R , 
S is M-sφarable over R. 
(2) 1n c，ωe M is S-finitely generated projective, if S is M・5φarable
over R , .Q is a sφarable extension of R. 
(3) 1n cωe M is an S-progenerator, S is M・5φarable over R if and 
only ザ.Q is a sφarable extension of R. 
Proof (1) follows immediately from Corollary 1 (2), since S is J\,J-
separable over.Q. (2). Since M is S-f?itely generated projective by assumpｭ
tion, we have an .Q-Q-isomorphism 万: Hom (sM, sS) ( sM• Q with 可(f③m)(x)
= xfm for fE * M , m , xE M. Then the S一S-splitting of 
implies the .Q一.Q-splitting of πピ': JρJ@"Jρ3→jρJ， by the following commutative 
diagram 
Hom(sM, SS) ( sM( RHom (sl'v[, sS)③sM-一一一一一→Hom(sM， sS)( sS( sM 
lθ⑧o 1 水M③π⑧ 1* "， 10 
Q⑧R.Q 一 一一一一一一→ρ
F 
π 
where 7r'(ω@ω1) =ωω1 ・ Thus .Q is separable over R. (3) follows from (1) 
and (2). 
The next proposition is a result of R. Cunningham [1]. 
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Proposition 2. (Proposition 3.2[1]). Let SMR be an S-R-bimodule such 
that M is R-finite.か generated j均jective， and E=End(MR). T，口'hen S i.お5 
λM司5φαrable ov切er R ザ ω仰ld 0仰nlかy i_ザft抗her，舟e e.α'Xlおst.お5 仰 Sι一S-h加omηlOm01φpうhi.ゐsm h 0.ザf 
E tωoS ・with h(は1Mμ)= 1, iι.eム.吋， δSs< ffisE，件s
Pr，加OωQザofよ Since λMιR is f五白h悩u凶n1札ite舵ly generated p戸rojective， we have an S-Sｭ
isomorphism 
1Jf: P0 RHom (sP, sS)→Hom(sE， δ.S) (1Jf (p 0 f) (σ) ニ σ (p)f， σEE ， jE*M， mεM) 
Since lJf is an S-S-map, lJf induces an isomorphism [M( RHom (sM, sSW竺
[Hom (sE, sS)Y=Hom (sEs , sSs). Therefore, there exists L:mi ( Ih E(M0 'hM)S 
such that L: mih = 1 ifand only if there exists an hεHom (sEs , SSS) with 
h(lM)=1. 
Remark. In case M = SコR， Proposition 2 induces Hilfssatz 43 [7] and 
Proposition 1 [8]. Note that the ‘only if' part is valid if M is not R-finitely 
generated projective. 
The next proposition is a generalization of Proposition 2 [11]. 
Proposition 3. Let an S-R-bimodule SMR be R-finitely generated 
projective, and {σj ， mj} be a dual basis of MR ・ Then S is M-sφarable 
over R ザ and only if there exists an R-S-map α of RMJ; to ';,Ms such that 
Zα(σj片的=1.
Proof Since MR is 五nitely generated projective, we have an S-S刷
isomorphism 
σ :M③RHom (sM, sS)• Hom (RHom (MR, RR), RHom (sM, SS)) 
with σ (m③1/)(σ)=g(m)of for jEε 'k~~， 9 εRM，~ and mεM. Consider the folｭ
lowing commutative diagram of S-S-maps 
σ 
M0R*M • Hom(RM* , R*M) 
~~ ~/ネ/
'~M "冶 S / .., 
withφ(ß)= L: ß(め)mj for ﾟ EHom (RM* , "RM). Then since σinduces an isoｭ
morphism (M0"RM)S竺Hom (RMJ;, "RMs) , 7rM splits as S-S-map if and only if 
there exists anαεHom (RMJ;, "RMs) with φ(α)= 1, i. e. L:α(σj)mj = 1. 
Let SMR be an S-R-bimodule for rings S , R. We shall consider the 
following two S-homomorphisms for left S-module X and right S-module Y. 
π(M， X): M ( RHom(sM, s罰→X(π(M， X)(m⑧if)=mffor mεM，jEεHomω\1， sX)) 
l(M, Y) Y • Hom(MR, Y ( sMR) (l (M,Y) (ν)(m)= ν③m for mEM， μ Y) 
If π(M.X) S-splits for every left S-module X , we shall call that S is left 
M-semisimple over R , and if l (M, Y) S-splits for every right S・module Y , we 
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shall call that S is right M-semisimple over R. In case M =SコR， theyare 
left (resp. right) semisimple extensions in the sense of [2]. Similar to Mｭ
separability we have 
Proposition 4. Let R , S and l' be rings and TPS, sA1R be 1'-S嗣 and
S-R・bimodules， re学ectively. 1'hen, 
(1) If l' is lげÌ; (resp. right) P-semisimple over S αnd S is left (re学・
7・ight) M-semisimple over R , l' is left (resp. right) P ( sM-semisimple over R. 
(2) If l' is left (re~ρ. right) P0sM引mlslゅle over R , l' is left (resp. 
right) P-semisimple over S. 
Proof. For left semisimplicities, if we take rX instead of l' in the proof 
of Proposition 2, both (1) and (2) can be proved similarly. For any right 
1'-module Yr , t(P駒市) is naturally equivalent to Hom (P, tw,y,( P)) 0 t( l'， η ・ Thus 
both (1) ancl (2) are also clear for right P-semisimplicity. 
Corol1ary 2. Let S , R be rings ω1(1 R' a subring of R. 1'hen for an 
S-R-bimodule sMR, 
(1) If S is left (何学・ right) M-semisimple ovel・ R and R is a left (何学­
right) semisinψle extension of R', S is left (resp. right) M-semisimple over・ R'.
(2) If S is lψ (resp. 勾ht) M-semisimple over R', S is 1ψ (re~ρ. 勾ht)
M-semisimple over R. 
Proof. In the situation of sMR, RRR' , apply Proposition 4. 
Theorem 2. Let SMR an S-R-bimodule and .0= [End(sM)]O for rings 
S and R. 1'hen 叩e have, 
(1) If S is M・5φarable over R , S is 1げÌ; as well ω right M-semisim.ρle 
σver R. 
(2) In c，ωe M is 仰 S-generator， ザ .0 is a lψ(何学. right) semisimple 
extension of R , S βfψ (re~ρ. right) M-semisim.ρle over R. 
(3) In c，αse M is S-finitely generated projective, if S is left (何学. right) 
M-semisimple over R , .0 is a [，ψ(何学・ right) semisimple extension of R. 
Proof. (1) is clear by Lemma 1. (2) follows immediately from (1) aﾌl.d 
Corollary 2 (1). (3). Since by assumption sM is 五nitely generated projective, 
Hom (sM, sS)0 sN主主 Hom (sM, sN) (}1(n• g such that mg = nψz ， for mEM, 
nεN， fE*A1 and gEHom (sM , sN)) for any left S-module N. Then the 
splitting of 7r(.lf ,N) implies that every left .o-module X such that [}X竺 JJHom(sM，
sN)) for some sN is (.0, R)-projective. But [}X竺 ~1'vf③sM⑧ρX竺 [}HomC~M，
sM0 i!X) , Thus if S is left M-semisimple over R , every left .o-module is 
(.0, R)圃projective， and .0 is left semisimple over R. If S is right M幽semisimple
over R, t(M,YWM) splits for every right .o-module Y. Then t(.lf ， Y⑧官)③ 1M splits, 
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which is equivalent to C(!! ，Y) ・ Thus every right .?J-module is (ρ ， R)ーinjective ，
and ρis right semisimple over R. 
Let l'vl be a left S-progenerator andρ= [End (sNI)]0 • S is a semisimple 
ring if and only if Q is a semisimple ring, and S is a left (resp. right) hereditary 
ring if and only if Q is a left (resp. right) hereditary ring, since gl. dim S = gl. 
dim Q by Morita Theorem. Furthermore , S is QF-ring if and only if Q is 
a QF-ring, since S is QF ifand only if every left S-injective module is 
projective by Theorem 5.3 [14]. From these remarks and Theorem 2 it 
follows. 
Eヲroposition 5. Let S and R be rings slIch that S is left M・semisimple
over R fo1' aiη S-R-bimodule 公，MH' Suppose l'vl is left S-finitely generated 
p1'ojec弘前 Then we have 
( 1 ) lf R is a sernisimple ringち then both S and Q α 1'e sernisimple rings. 
(2) ln cωe M is R-fiat, if R is left lze1'editar_ツ、 then both S and Q 
are left he1'editmツ-
同:) 1況はse /1.1 is R-fiat、 if R is a FQ-ringぅ then both S and Q are 
QF-1'iηgs. 
Proof Since 71:(川) is an epimorphism, 1¥1 isan S・progenerator， and .?J is
a left semisimple extension of R by Theorem 2. So we need only to prove 
for Q. (1) is clear by Corollary 1. 7 [2]. (2). Since M is an Q明generator
and R-flat, Q is R-flat as right R-module. Hence if R is left hereditary， ρ 
is left hereditary by Corollary 1. 9 [2]. (3). This follows from the next proｭ
position , since Q is right R-自at.
Proposition 6. Let a ring i1 be a left semisimple extension of a subring 
I'. Then , if I' is a QF-1'ing aηd i1 is riglzt ['予αt， A is a QF-ring. 
P1'oof Let P be an arbitrary injective left i1-module. Then P is I'幽
injective, since A is right I'-flat. Since I' is QF, P is I'悶projective by Faithｭ
Walker's theorem. Then , P is A-projective by Proposition 1.6 [2]. Thus 
every injective A・module is projective, and A is a QF-ring. 
2. Special type of .M-separability. 
Following K. Hirata [4] , we shall say that an R-R-bimodule is centrally 
projective over R if M is isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite direct 
sum of copies of R as two sided R-module. 1n this section we shall concider 
the case where M (I,Hom (sM, sS) is centrally projective over S. 1n case 
l'vl=SコR， the above condition is equivalent to the condition that S is an 
H-separable extension of R in the sense of [9] and [4]. 1n this paper we 
shall call that S is centrally 1\11帽separable over R in case 1¥1 C?9 ;'λ1 is centrally 
projective over S. 
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In case M is left S・reflexive， the mapθ : Hom(sMR' sMR)→Hom(sM⑧ 
RHom (sM, sS )s , sSs) such that O(α)(m⑧f)=f(α(m)) for αεEnd(sMR)， mEM 
and fε * M , is an C-isomorphism, where C is the center of S. 
By these remarks and Theorem 1. 2 [3], we have 
Proposition 7. Let an S-R-module M be Sィポexive. Then S is 
centrally M-sφarable over R if and only if the mゆ
η :M⑧RHom (sM, sS)• Hom (End (sMR)c, Sc) 
such that η(m⑧i.!)(σ)=O(σ) (m($)f) =σ(m)f for mEM, fε *Jlvf and σεEnd(sMR) 
is an S-S-isom01アhism and End (sMR) isa finitely generated projective C圃
module. 
As in the case of ring extensions, we have 
Theorem 3. For any S-R-bimodule SMR which is a fait旬ùl and 
re.flexive S-module， ザ S is centrally M-s，φarable over R , S is M-s，φarable 
over R. 
Proof Since M is S-faithful, End (sMR) is C-faithful, where C is the 
center of S. Then by Proposition 7, End (sMR) is a C-generator and we 
have a commutative diagram of S-S-maps 
M ($) RHom (sM, ~~) 
πM 
、、
¥ 
1) 
\、 S/
• Hom (cHom (SMR' sMR), cS) 
事T
where ηis the S-S聞isomorphism de五ned in Proposition 7 and 1J! is such that 
1J!(α)=α (1M) for αεHom (cEnd (sMR) , cS). Then the same method as Theｭ
orem 2.2 [3] shows that S is M-separable over R. 
The next proposition is a similar result to Proposition 3.2 [1]. 
Proposition 8. Let SMR be an S-R-bimodule for rings S and R. Then 
(1) In case MR is finitely generated projective, if E=End(MR) iscen・
trally projective over S , S is centrally M-sφarable over R. 
(2) In case sM isniflexive, if S is centrally M-sφarable over R , E is 
centrally projective over S. 
Proof Both (1) and (2) follows from the following two isomorphisms 
Hom 日f⑧'kMs， Ss)~Hom 日rfR ， Hom(*Ms , SS)R)~Hom 日rfJl ， MR)=E 
and M ($) Ii M ~ Hom (sE, ?). 
Corollary 3. Let A be a ring and r a subring of A such that A is right 
r-finitely generated projective. Then A is H-s，ψarable over r if and only if 
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E=EndVlr) is centrally projective over A. 
Proof Take M=S=A and R=r in Proposition 8. Note that the ‘only 
if' part is valid without the assumpltion that A is right r-五nitely generated 
pro]ectIve. 
Now , we state some properties of centrally M-separability without proof, 
as these are similar to the prooves of Propositions 1, 2 and Theorem 1. 
Proposition 9. Let R , S and T be rings and TPS, sl'vfR be any T-S幽，
S-R-bimodules, respectively with sM finitely generated projective. Then ωe 
have 
(1) If T is centrally P-sφarable over R ωd S is centrally M胴5φαrable
over R , then T is centrally P()!jsM-sφarable over R. 
(2) If T is centrally P③sM-sejうarable over R and S is "'1-sφαrable 
ovel・ R， then T is centrally P-sφμrable over S. 
Proof Since sM isfinitely generated projective by assumption, we see 
P()!jsM()!j RHom (s"'1, 8S) ( sHom (rP, TT)竺P()!jsM⑧liHom (rP()!jsM, TT) 
Corollary 4. Let S , R be rings ωzd R' a subring of R. Then 戸r
ωzy S-R-bimoduie s!'v1R, 
(1) 1f S is centrally M-sφarable over R and R is 仰 H・5φarable
extension of R', then S is M・centrally sφαrable ovet・ R'.
(2) 1f S is centrally M-sepω'able over R' and R is a separable extension 
of R', then S is centrally M~sφarable ove7・ R.
Theorem 4. Let SMR be an S-R-bimodule ωzd Q = [End (sl'vfJO_ Then , 
(1) In case M is a lψ S-generator， ザ Q is an H-separable extension 
of R , S is centrally M・5φarable over R. 
(2) In case M is S-finitely generated projective， ザ S is centrally Mｭ
separable ove7・ R， Q is an H-separable extension of R. 
(3) In case M is 仰 Sアrogenerator， Q is ωz H.・5φαrable ωtension of 
R if ωzd only if S is centrally M-sφμrable over R. 
3. Applications to endomorphism rings. 
In this section we shall apply the results of previous sections to endoｭ
norphism rings. A part of the next proposition is a result of T. Kanzaki [6]. 
Theorem 5. Let R be a commutative ringラ A an R-algebra with C its 
centerラ 111 a left A-module and Q = [Eηd (,M)]o. Then we lzave 
(1) In case "'1 is a left !l-generator, if Q is a separable R-algebra, A 
is a sepa;γαUe R -algeb r.仏
(2) In case M is left A-fi勺lÏtely generated project加久 if.1 is a sepω"able 
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R-μalge，めbra仏， ρ lS μ5φαraμblんe R-abgebかr，μ 正αωzυnd t抗he c.αe?仰nt，釘er of ρiσs eqμαal t，ωo C1J{ 
Pro綱ηOC{ザofゲ正/正(叫何1幻)川lS a c∞ons問eq引ue叩nc白e 0ぱf (仰2勾)， s山mc白e /1,1 iおs Jρ3 司イ-fi五ìnite託l防y generated 
projective ancl イ =End (M.Q). While, (2) is a consequence of (1), since A has 
the property (PFG) and M is a A四generator by Theorem 6.1[12]. But we shall 
give the prooves independently. (1). The center of Q= V!}([J) = Hom(tM u , tM.Q) 
=Vdイ)=C ， since A 二日om (M.Q, M!J)' Hence if Q is separable over R , Q is 
central separable over C and C is separable over R. Then by Theorem 4 
(川l引)， /1，1げf⑧
f @ λ1)レ(，' , ノイ1@(A is isomor叩phic t旬o a direct summancl of a 五n凶it白e direct s叩um 0ぱ
copies of M ⑧ (~M a出s A 一Aι圃幽4引.mod出山ule. Thus A ③ cA is A ・centrally projective. 
This implies that A is separable over C. Hence A is separable over R. (2). 
This is Theorem 1 [6] , but we shall give a different proof in this peper. If 
A is R同separable， C is R-separable and A ( cA is A・centrally projective. Since 
1'v1 is A-finitely generated projective by assumption, M is an Q同generator，
and we have .t1'v1c< E8t(AE8.. E8イ)e and (~Mt< E8c(A E8"'E8 A)A and Qc<E8 
岬1E8'" E8M)c< E8 (CE8・・・E8 C)('. Then we see t1Ìl[@c"，; jl/[t< ⑦ t(A@('A E8 …@イ
( (.A) t. Then 1'v1( tM is A幽centrally projective, and Q is H-separable over 
C by Theorem 4 (2). But since Q is C-finitely generated projective， ρlS 
central separable over C by Corollary 1. 2 [10]. 
Proposition 10. Let R be a commutative ring, A an R-algebra whiclz 
is Rてfinitely generated Jうrojective， M α finitely generated projective lげÌ; Aｭ
module and Q = [End (tMW. Tlzen if A is α SemlSl??，ψle R-algebra， ρlS a 
semisimple R-algebra. 
Proof Since every ring epimorphic image of A is a semisimple Rｭ
algebra, we can assume M is A-faithful and A is R同faithfu l. Thus.z:; = 
End (RM) is a central separable R-algebra and A is a semisimple R-subalgebra 
of L;. Then by Theorem 6.1 [12] and Theorem 3.5 [14] , Q(=[End(RM)]I= 
V.s(イ)) is semisimple R-algebra. 
Theorem 6. Let M be a two sided R・module over a ring R and 
[J = [End (RMW . Then , 
(1) lf M is l，げÌ; R-finitely generated projective and J.R", < E8,, (A1E8 ・・
E8111)I., , then Q is a sφarable extension of R .1J{ ・
(2) lf "MR< E8，， (RE8・ー E8 R)R' Q is ωzH・5φarable e.rtension of R. 1,1[' 
Proof (1) ・ RRR< E8 R(ME8・ー E8M)R if and only if there exist m，; モ A1"
(= {n託 1'v1l 1'm=mr for al r in R}) and hεHom (R1I1I ,') 1o.R1，よ i= 1, 2,… , ll , 
such tha t L;.t; (mJ = 1. Then in /l,1@ "h/l,1, r L;m乞⑧h= L;mi1'⑧h ニ L;m，③ 1'}包
=L; m i( j;r for al rε R. Thus R is /l,1-separable over R , and ρis separable 
over R by Theorem 1 (2). (2). This is Theorem 1 [11]. 
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Theorem 7. Let A be a 1'ing, r a sub1'ing of A and Q = [End (rAW. 
Then 叩e have 
(1) In case rA is finitely generated pr可éctive， if rr r < EB rAr , Q is a 
sφarable extension of A. 
( 2 ) Incase rA is a genera如1'， if Q is a sφa1'able extension of A, rrr 
<(rAr. 
(3幻) In c，ωαse rA i必s a ρp1'o，智'ge印ne1'a刀α却f久， ρiおs a sφα1'aαblたe e.α.xtet仰nsωSl白on 0ザf、 A Zザf 
Gωnd onlか'y zσf 
f丹う今>1'0刀.oof.戸: (仰1幻). By assumption and Theorem 1, (2), Q is separable over r 
in this case, hence Q is separable over A. (2). If rA is a generator and Q is 
separable over A, r isA-separable over A by Theorem 1 (1). Hence the 
mapπ: A@"Hom(rA , rr)• r splits as r-T-map. But since rA⑧ lHom(心rAム, 
rT)r ::::主さ rHom (レrAム， rr)レr ， π splits as r一T守℃開イmap if and only if the map πが，
Hom(レrAム，
This is the case i証f and only if there exists an h ε[Hom(心rAム， /,r )Y' = Hom(rAムrハ, 
rrrバ) such that 7r'(h)=h(l)=1. Thus,Pr<EBrAr in this case. (3). This is 
clear by (1) and (2). 
Proposition 11. Let A, r , and Q be as in Th仰向m 6. Then we have 
(1) lf A is centrally ρrojective ove1' r , Q is an H-s，φa1'able extensio71 
of A. 
(2) In c，ωe ,A is a progene1'ato1', Q is 仰 H-s，φarable extension of A 
if and only if A if r-centrally 戸可éctive.
Pn何'o~ザof.王(何1幻). B助y a出ss叩ump戸凶tion∞ A is left r守1可-fì凸h悩n凶凶i巾t旬el均y g伊en問era削叫te吋d projective and 
rA⑧③，1Hom(心r司dム， ，P)r 竺!'且Hom(!'Aム，
4 (ω2幻)， Q iおsH伽s回ep阿ara油b協le 0肝ve町r A. (2). We need only to prove the ‘only if' 
part. Suppose Q is H-separable over A. Then by Theorem 7 (υ2) ， 
/'Arハ， and by Theorem 4 (1) rHom(rA , rT)r竺J⑧，IHom(レrAム， rT)レr< EBr(TEB.一….一  
⑦T)レ/'. Then taking the second dual of rA，土， we obtain rAr < EB rバ(rEB.一..EBr)レr 
slnce rれ句九‘.1 is 五nitely generated projective. 
We end this section by noting 
Proposition 12. Let A be a 1'ing with iぉ cente1' C, T a sub1'ing of 
A, Q=End(ん)， and L1 = V.l (T), the centralize1' of r in A. Then in case 
d ( lA is A-centrally projective, (i. e. , A is H-sφa1'able ovel・T)， ωe have 
(1) Qiss，φarable ove1' A if and only if L1 is sφa1'able ovel・ C.
(2) Q is H-sφarable ove1' A zf ωzd only if L1 is central sφarable 
ove1' C. 
Proof. If A is H句separable over r , L1 is C-f?itely generated projective 
and Q~A⑧cL10. (1). If L1 is separable over C， ρ=イ③cL10 is separable over 
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ふ Conversely， if Q is separable over .1, V，ρ (.1)= [Hom(ん ， ArW = Hom CAr , 
1.1/")=.:1 is separable over C by Theorem 2 [11]. (2). This is Theorem 1.1 
[10]. 
4. Some commutor theory for separable extensions. 
1n [10] we studied a commutor theory in some H-separable extensions. 
Here we shall study a commutor theory in general separable extension .1 IT 
such teat .1 is 1'-centrally projective. 1n this case .1 is H-separable over 
1" = V1 (Vl (r)) and r' is centrally projective and separable over r by Theｭ
orem 2 [11]. Hence between .1 and r' the commutor theory of Theorem 
1. 2 and Corollary 1. 4 [10] holds. Now we shall study the commutors beｭ
tween 1" and r. Let C and S be the centers of r and .1, respectively. By 
the proof of Theorem 2 [11 ], we see that Vr,(r) =the center of VA(1')= 
the center of r', and r' = r③CVIリ (1'). Hence we shall consider a general 
ring extension .1 IT which satisfies the following conditions (持)
(枠) (1) .1 is a separable extension of r such that VA(1')=S. 
(2) .1 is r-centrally projective. 
Proposition 13. Let .1 IT be α nng e二rtension such thαt .1 is sepαrable 
明記'r r and r-centrally projective. Then for ωzy subring B of .1 which 
contains 1', if .1 is B-centrally projective, B is separable over l' and B is 
a B-B-direct summand of A. 
Proof Let T be the center of B. If .1 is B-centrally projective, .1 = 
Vl(B) ( 1.B and V!(B) is T-finitely generated projective. Hence llBfj<tJHAn. 
B is also r -centrally projective, since .1 is so. Hence B = Vfj (1') ( (;T and 
Vll(T) is C-finitely generated projective. Thus .1 = Vl(B) ( rVn(T) ( (.r and 
Vl(B)(i)rVH(r) is C-finitely generated projective. Then by Lemma 3 [10] , 
V1(r)= V!(B) ( r VlJ (r), which is separable over C by Theorem 2 [11]. Hence 
vH(r) is separable over C by Corollary 2.12 [2] as rT<tJrVA(B). Then 
B(= VI/(r)( c1') is separable over 1'. 
1n case A 1' satis五es the condition (特)， the converse of Proposition 13 
holds. 
Proposition 14. Let AIT be a 1'ing e.Ttension wl昨h satisfies the conｭ
dition (枠). Then fo1' αny intermediate subring B between .1 and 1', the 
follo日ing conditions are equivalent 
(1) .1 is centrally projective over B. 
(2) B is a sφarable extension 0 f l' and I/B n < tJfjA /1 
If B satisfies eithel・ of the cond似on (1) 01' (2), AIB satisfies the condition (非).
P1'oof (1)=?2) has been proved in Proposition 13. Suppose (2). Then 
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Vt (r) = S is a commutative separable C-algebra and C-finitely generated proｭ
jective. On the other hand, !lB!I く EBlIA!I implies that B is r-centrally proｭ
jecti\吃 and R = VlI(F) is a commutative C-separable subalgebra of S. Hence 
S is R-finitely generated projective. Then A竺S③J寸< EB(乙 EBR) (i)cr竺乙 EBB
as B-B-module. Thus イ is B-centrally projective, and we have proved 
(2)当(1). Since Sc V1(B)c Vt(F) =S, the last part of this proposition is 
evident. 
Let A IF be a ring extension with the condition (机~ be the class of 
subrings B of A such that B is a separable extension of r and !lB H < EB nAII' 
and ち be the class of C-separable subalgebras of S. Consider the maps 
V:B ..• BnS= V/J(F) for BE羽 and U: R →R.r~R③(T for Rε ?B. By 
the proof of Proposition 14, we can easily see that V(B)ε ?B and U(R) モ~
for Bε~ and Rε ?B. Hence the above U and V are correspondences between 
~ and?B. Furthermore, UV(B) 二 VII(F) .r=B for Bε羽 and VU(R) = 
(R(i)cr)" =R(i)cC=R for Rモミラ by Lemma 3 [11]. Thus we have 
Theorem 8. Let A IF be a ring extension with the condition (特)， and 
~ and ){5 be as above. Then there e・rist one to one corresjうondences between 
~仰d お such that V: B • B()S and U: R • Rr for Bε~， Rεお with
UV=1~1 and VU=1'B. 
Remark. In [10] we considered the ring extension A IF which satis五郎
the following condition (*), 
(*) (1) A is an H-separable extension of r with l'r r < ( "Ar 
(2) Vl(F)=C and v1(c)=r, where C is the center of r. 
In this case Q = End (rA) = C(i)sA and C is a commutative S-separable 
algebra and is S-五nitely generated projective, where S is the center of A. 
Then clearly, the center of Q=C= V !J (A) , and QIA satisfies the condition (制
Let ~' be the class of separable extensions L: of A such that .r1:.r< EB.rQl" 
)5' be the class of separable S司subalgebras of C, and V' , U' be such that 
V'(1:)= L:r? for 1: ε~， and U'(R) = RA for Rε貯. Then by Theorem 8, V' 
and U' provide one to one correspondences between ~' and 貯 such that 
U' V' 士 1~1" and V'U'=1 'B' ・ Furthermore， V' and U' induce one to one corｭ
responcences between the class 羽1 of members of ~' which are of the form 
End (HA) with B an H-separable subextension of r in A, and the class )51 
of members of 貯 which are commutor subrings in A, by V': End (llA) • 
V1(B) and U' :R. • End C,A) with B = VA (R). The proof is very easy if we 
use Proposition 3.1 [4] and Theorem 1. ~~ [10]. Hence we shall omit it. 
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Added in ρroザ In the subsequent paper: On centralizers in separable 
extensions II, to appear in Osaka J. Math. , the author will show that for 
羽b 2{'，ヨラ 1 and おI in the remark in S 4, the equalities 羽1 ニ羽I and ち1- おF
hold. 
